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a well known crack writer, but a little too short on
reasoning why he would lower a game to make it
work on a dual core, a P4 2.0 GHz CPU is about

the most common one used in dual core
computers. Im a crack writer myself and know

that if you use kis and its friends, your game will
run at glacial speeds. I just think that crack writers

should be a little more informed on what their
talking about. A cracked game will always be

slower then a original. Ok I d/l's the paul dll, and
the original paul.dll and the game runs full speed

(and its amazing compared to the original)
Anyway a big thanks to crack writers for providing

this for us all, I'm sure this will help many users
with their copy! Ok thanks, Ive been wondering

why this couldnt run on my dual cores. I use Vista
in some cases and NFS UO runs fine allthough
much slower then most games, Yes I use the
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original crack also. I will wait for the Christmas
deals. Actually I have no problems with it running
on dual cores. I have two dual core CPUs in my lap
and it runs fine. I am however getting the inability

to run the game at decent speeds (certain
missions are running slow) So im now trying to

figure out where to look for the settings to change
the performance of the game on dual core since
all other games/cracks/other. I would like to get
my games running full speed. If I had a regular 1

core with Dual Core processor, I wouldnt be
having a problem. I d/l's the crack and change the

paul.dll to the original and ran the game.
Hmmmm well its great compared to the original,

but I cant get the game running full speed,
although I did change the camera settings to
driver (I had them at default) I did change the

Themes Service off, which worked, I changed the
Game Mode to Office and then started the game
and the dont have anything else installed (other
than the game) and I have a nvidia 7 series and I

run S.M.A.R.T. Also
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i noticed that nfs undercover runs fine if you have
a 2 gig hard drive. i have a 2 gig hard drive and
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nfs undercover runs fine. when i have a 4 gig hard
drive it does the same thing, i tried to install a 1
gig hard drive on my motherboard and that did
not work. i do not have the 1 gig hard drive so i
bought a 4 gig one and it did the same thing. i

have a computer that was just built and it has a
geforce 6800, i did have a 32 bit vista on it and
the game ran fine. now i have installed vista 64

and it runs fine with no problems at all, i was
wondering if i will be having problems again with
nfs undercover. yep, i have the same problem.

can you tell me if this is due to my graphics card?
my computer is a laptop, and i have a geforce gtx

285. i think it has something to do with my
graphics card. because, when i play nfs

undercover on windows xp, i have very high frame
rate. although, im not able to turn everything off
in my windows xp, because when i do, the mouse
and keyboard dont work. but my laptop works fine
with nfs undercover, not sure if it has something

to do with my graphics card. unlimited cash,
unlock all cars, cars cost zero money, unlock
shop/aftermarket parts, 999.999 zone points,

unlimited nitrous, unlimited speedbrake mode,
remove police heat level. made exclusively for
cheat happens. written for the original retail
version of the game. may not work with all
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versions. read the included readme file with
notepad for important instructions on using the

trainer. this trainer features customizable hotkeys.
i just bought the dll from a site to fix the problem
with the game and it works 100%. i downloaded
the dll from the link below and i used the original
paul.dll (guv, urs is removed)but still doesnt help.

i have a core 2 duo and a 2.53ghz 2 gb ram. i
have a nvidia 7 512mbseries card. i doubt this
would creat a problem since the read me file

recommends the nvidia 7 series also.. the default
settings were initially pathetic.i changed all the
graphics settins to low and changed my camera

setting to driver. things did improve a bit and still
it remains insufficient. not so kickass as most

wanted. could anybody suggest ny other
alternative 5ec8ef588b
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